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                            Meet the Oral Surgeon

                            I’m dedicated to creating beautiful smiles for all ages in a friendly, relaxed environment.

                            At Texas Wisdom Teeth and Dental Implants, we aim to provide all the information you need to make an informed decision for your child or yourself. From wisdom tooth extractions and dental implants to full-mouth reconstructions, our Dallas oral surgeon and team members are ready to put our experience to work for your family.

                             Meet Dr. Anver
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                            Featured Dental Services

                            Whether it’s about time to get rid of those pesky wisdom teeth, or you’re desiring full-arch dental implants – we can make your smile goals a reality.
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                                    Wisdom Teeth Extractions

                                    The removal of wisdom teeth is a rite of passage for many young adults, and we make this process as simple, safe, and comfortable as possible. 

                                    More on Wisdom Teeth Extractions
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                                    Dental Implants

                                    By placing dental implants, we’re able to help nearby patients turn back the clock on incomplete smiles! This state-of-the-art dental service is seamless and long-lasting.

                                    More on Dental Implants
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                                    All-on-4/6

                                    Even severe tooth loss doesn’t have to be permanent. With our help, patients can recover a full set of strong, lifelike teeth in as little as one day. 

                                    More on All-on-4/6
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                                    IV Sedation Dentistry 

                                    IV sedation can help alleviate even severe cases of dental fear/anxiety and create a truly pleasant environment for necessary oral surgery. 

                                    More on IV Sedation
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                                    Corrective Jaw (Orthognathic) Surgery

                                    By correcting irregularities and realigning the jaws/teeth, our skilled oral surgeon near you can improve your oral function and appearance!

                                    More on Corrective Jaw Surgery
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                            Our Dental Team

                            We take hospitality to heart and go above and beyond to ensure your experience is positive, efficient and fun!

                             Our outgoing, friendly dental team in your area will make you feel right at home! From the welcoming greeting when you call, to the compassionate care you experience in our practice, and the speedy and predictable check-out/payment process… we’re ready to help you smile!
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                            Dental Insurance & More 

                            We make paying for great dental care easy, predictable, and accessible for everyone.

                            Do you have dental insurance?

                            We’ll make utilizing your coverage straightforward and stress-free!

                            Medicaid?

                            Great — we welcome it for ages 8 to 18!

                            No dental insurance?

                            Ask us today about our affordable 

                                payment options. We also offer 

                                several special promotions.

                            Explore Your Options
                        

                    
                

            
           

Hear what our patients are saying


    

    
        
            I highly recommend Doctor Cam Wendling!! I had an incident with one of my teeth, and unfortunately, ended up having to have a dental implant. I was so nervous and reluctant about having the procedure done; but... to my surprise, it was not at all what I had envisioned. This doctor has exceptional skills! It turned out to be a breeze, and I had worried myself for nothing. The office is classy, beautiful and sparkling clean; the staff were all great as well. I cannot praise them enough. Thank you for taking such good care of me.

- Carrie


        

        
            Dr. Cam and his team were amazing. I had 4 wisdom teeth removed and I am so glad I got the surgery done here! Very friendly staff and I was well taken care of.

- Ava


        

        
            Great doctor and staff, I have terrible dental anxiety and they took care of me and checked later that evening on me, I highly recommend this place, I was also checked in last minute and they were patient while I figured out payment.

- Patrick


        

        
            Dr. Cam and his staff are exemplary. My daughter had her wisdom teeth removed by Dr. Cam and recovered so speedily and without discomfort that it was as if she had only had a couple of fillings! Thank you for making my daughter feel so at ease and providing her with such excellent dental service.

- Faz


        

         
    

    





Finding Our Dallas Oral Surgery Office

Need a tooth extraction? Looking for a skilled oral surgeon close by? Then come visit our office at 14856 Preston Rd #104 in Dallas. We’re just a short drive from the Dallas North Tollway, near Tom Thumb, Chick-fil-A, and Trader Joe’s. While your GPS should bring you straight to us, don’t hesitate to get in touch if you have any trouble finding our oral surgery office near Addison. Our team would be more than happy to provide you with step-by-step instructions from your location!

Frequently Asked Questions

So far, we’ve covered everything from how we can help you smile to how to find our oral surgery office near North Dallas. If you still have questions on your mind, you’re in the right place! Our team would love to help you find the answers, and we’re always just a phone call away. Of course, if you’d like to continue your research online, then all you have to do is read on.


What level of education is required to be a dentist?

The journey to becoming a dentist starts with a bachelor’s degree, which is typically heavy in math and science. From there, they need to earn their Doctor of Dental Medicine or Doctor of Dental Sciences from an accredited dental school in the US. While continuing education is required for all dentists, some choose to pursue a residency program, like Dr. Anver. In addition to earning his dental doctorate, he completed an oral surgery-focused residency at the University of Alabama at Birmingham, where we received training from world-renowned oral surgery experts!

What is the best way to find a dentist who does dental implants?

Dental implants can last for several decades, so it’s important that you choose the right provider! Simply put, there are a few key things to look for, like if they do the placement and restoration in-house. However, one of the most important factors is choosing a dentist who specializes in dental implants, like an oral surgeon. Dr. Anver is an oral surgeon in Dallas with many years of experience in the field. In that time, he has helped countless patients achieve the functional, healthy, and gorgeous smiles they deserve. If you’d like to learn more about his educational background and training, don’t hesitate to ask him at your consultation!

What do you do if you can't afford a dentist?

Many patients believe that a strong, healthy, and beautiful smile is out of reach due to high costs. We never want that to be the case – everyone deserves a smile they’re proud of! If you’re interested in dental implants or you need your wisdom teeth removed, then we encourage you to review the available financial solutions. To begin, we happily welcome popular dental insurance providers like MetLife and BlueCross BlueShield. We also accept Medicaid for patients under 18 as well as CareCredit for flexible payment plans. With us, there are multiple ways to get the advanced dental care you deserve at a price you can afford.

How can I make a same-day appointment with a dentist?

Both wisdom tooth extractions and dental implants require detailed planning beforehand. So, it’s typically not feasible to complete your entire treatment on the same day. If you’re experiencing pain from an impacted wisdom tooth, then we encourage you to give us a call so Dr. Anver can conduct an oral exam, pinpoint the root of the problem, and discuss the next best steps. As always, we will go above and beyond to provide you with the most seamless, efficient, and comfortable experience.




            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                Instagram

                                Stay Connected

                                We’re always up to something! Follow us, ask questions, and be a part of the Texas Wisdom Teeth and Dental Implants conversation.
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	New Website Update

	
	  
		We're proud to announce that Texas Wisdom Teeth & Dental Implants is joining the Texas Center For Oral Surgery & Dental Implants team!


For current patients, this gives us access to additional resources to better serve your needs. Texas Center OS&DI is a leading innovator in advanced technology and comprehensive patient experiences in the Dallas area. From state-of-the-art lab equipment to entirely digital and precise workflows, you can be sure that you're getting the most accurate treatment plan and the highest quality results.

		Are you looking to schedule your appointment?

		Fill out the form on our new website today
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                    Monday8:00 am - 4:45 pm
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